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The views expressed by the contributing entrepreneurs are their own. Tech startups figured it out. Any CEO of a software company can show you how a company can get better results. They know how to get more with limited resources and how to manage your people. The reason why it's better is, focus on the two things every manager wants. I'm thinking
about growth. Most discoveries in history have made the world smaller. They became like people wanted to save time and be more productive. It's in our nature. The human mindset wants things done quickly and has given us the phone, the Internet and the app stores. People who run tech companies know that because productivity improvement is also their
product. Related: You need to mix these 5 components perfectly to start SuccessUnderstanding productivity, making it possible to run teams that achieve more themselves. The facts are clear. Already in 2014 software companies achieved more than any other industry in North America. According to Deloitte Technology Fast 500, in 2014, 64 percent of the
fastest growing tech companies were software or Internet companies. And every sign tells us that this percentage will only increase in the coming years. This increase is not only due to the increase in demand or availability of VC money. It's about the people and the teams they work for. There are specific characteristics that high-performance teams have,
and most of them can be applied by managers. Google hires people with passion, intelligence and an animal learning mindset and uses goals and key results to get most of these people. The best teams also focus on diversity as they understand that each person brings something new to the team. Intel, Facebook and Google are committed to increasing the
percentage of female employees. Anyone can be part of a software company. The truth is, you don't really have to run a software company to suit them in performance. Any administrator can motivate people and improve their team by using the same business tools that successful tech giants. Related: How to build a successful startup and keep it afloatIn't
just the giants, who work like that. Having worked with many start-ups I can say that the most successful have one thing in common: they are data driven. They spend a lot of time understanding everything about both their customers and their own business and make their decisions based on results experiments and data. This data gives them a lot of
information and gives them choices about how to keep everyone productive. I need to figure out what job it is for you and adjust it. Remember, you don't do it so much for people, but for yourself. Leadership and administrative skills are measured by your team's success. Higher morale. There are three areas you focus on to make employees work more
efficiently and faster. You need to spend time improving loyalty, motivation and team spirit: Three pillars on which most start-ups stand. Highly motivated employees be more interested in their work and do more to succeed. At the same time 30 percent of executives say, motivating people is their hardest work. According to one survey, the most effective
incentives are praise from managers, attention from leaders and more responsibility. All these things take a lot of time and energy. Fortunately, software companies also have a solution for this – using similar tools to the ones they sell. Related: What's the secret to startup success? Sync. Opportunities multiply as they are occupied. wrote Sun Tzu. A leader
must seize every opportunity to become better and more effective and maintain success. Today this means using different business tools that work for your team and make them better. The idea behind these business tools is to make it easier for the manager to work and waste fewer resources. Make your collection: from The Conversation (Slack) to the
Weekly Reporting Tools (Weekdone). There are hundreds of such tools out there. The trick is to find the one that suits your team. Then they deserve it. Don't reinvent the wheel. Like Yoda said, Do it or not. There's no effort. Fortunately, you don't have to understand something that hasn't already been understood by many successful people. All you have to
do is learn from these examples, talk to your peers and understand what works for you. As I write this from my living room, I can imagine how life has changed for everyone who suddenly had to start working remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The dining table became our office cabin, pajamas the official dress code, and web conferencecing software
where our conversations happen. Such tools keep me connected to my colleagues and work while I'm away from the office. From discussing important updates to collaborating on projects, web conferencing quickly became the new normal. Demand for tools that allow this has increased significantly in the first quarter of 2020 and is projected to increase by
8.4% cagr over the next seven years. However, not all businesses have the budget to invest in expensive web conferencecing tools. That's why we've created this list of the top four free web conference software that offer a once and for all free plan. You can read more about our product selection methodology here (products listed alphabetically).
FreeConference FreeConferenceCall.com Google Hangouts Meet Zoom 1. FreeConference 4.52 out of 5 stars 21+ revises FreeConference lets you start, plan, and participate in online meetings on computers and mobile devices or Android. To start a web conference, you can share the URL of the online meeting room with participants, who can then join
through a web browser or native mobile apps. During a conference session, you can share monitors, post messages, or upload files to the chat room. Web conferencing in FreeConference (Source) The free version of FreeConference comes with all the key features such as video conferencing, screen sharing, and online chat. However, there is a limit limit
participants and five internet users. In addition, you won't be able to record sessions or receive e-mail chat summaries. Software advice reviewers say the following about this tool: What users like: The ease with which the tool can be configured and used. The option to join a conference over the web or over the phone. What users would like to see: Better
sound quality with fewer dropes of calls. The web interface experience in other browsers should bring up parity with Google Chrome. Upgrade cost: Starts at $9.99 for 100 calls and 15 web participants, along with chat summaries and recording as additional features. Best suited for: 100% of FreeConference users come from small businesses. 2.
FreeConferenceCall.com 4.53 out of 5 stars 162+ comments FreeConferenceCall.com is web conference software that is accessible from desktops, laptops, and iOS and Android mobile devices. You can start an online meeting by downloading the web or mobile app, and then connecting to invite users. While you're at a web conference, you can share
monitors, draw on online tables, control another user's screen, share files, and chat. Starting a web conference in FreeConferenceCall.com (Source) With the free version of FreeConferenceCall.com, you can host up to 1,000 participants per web or audio conference session and use all the features available with paid plans. Software advice reviewers say the
following about this tool: What users like: The ability to record audio and video in the free version. The simple and easy-to-use interface. What users would like to see: Fewer drop-ins. Notifications when users add the conference pin instead of waiting for the host to open the meeting. Upgrade cost: The tool offers a pricing option, pay what you can, with
indicative prices starting at $4 per month. Best suited for: Small businesses make up 89% of the user base. Medium and large enterprises make up the remaining 6% and 5%, respectively. 3. Google Meet 4.46 out of 5 stars 8,239+ comments Google Meet is a web conferencing tool offered with G Suite. You can use the tool's desktop or mobile apps to start
web conferencing. Its features include a chat console, screen sharing, and live captions. Web conferencing in Google Meet (Source) With the free Google Meet, you can get all the basic features for holding online meetings, but each session is limited to 60 minutes. However, Google to remove this restriction from September 2020. Software advice reviewers
say the following about this tool: What users like: Automatic synchronization with Google Calendar that allows users to connect from the calendar. The intuitive interface that makes it easy to start, call, and join calls. What users would like to see: More features, such as a historical view of messages and images over one year old. Improvements in audio and
video quality when there are more than five participants. Upgrade cost: The paid plan starts at $6 per user per month. Best suited for: Small Small 63% of Google Meet users, while medium and large businesses make up the remaining 16% and 21%, respectively. 4. Zoom 4.63 of 5 stars 4,906+ Zoom comments offers a web conferencing module that allows
you to hold video and audio conferences on iOS and Android computers and mobile devices. Its features include desktop screen and app sharing, private and group chats, and online meeting rooms. Starting a web conference from mobile to Zoom (Source) Using the free version of Zoom, you can collaborate in online meetings using features like tables,
group messages, and screen and file sharing. However, you can only hold web conferencing up to 40 minutes at a time, and there is a maximum of 100 attendees per meeting. Software advice reviewers say the following about this tool: What users like: High quality video and audio. Interactive features, such as polling and table. What users would like to see:
More intuitive interface, as today the tool has a long learning curve. Improve problems, such as password errors and connectivity issues. Upgrade cost: The paid plan starts at $14.99, which extends the duration of the meeting to 24 hours and includes additional features such as reporting, admin control and REST API. Best suited for: Zoom's user base
includes 65% of small businesses, while 16% and 19% of users come from medium and large businesses, respectively. Conclusion With remote work becoming the new normal, web conferencecing software is essential to promote team collaboration and enhance productivity. For personalized help finding the right collaboration tools for your business, fill out
this form for a free consultation with our dedicated software consultants. Methodology To identify the systems shown here, we introduced the term web conferencing software to Google during the week of April 20th in an incognito window with the location set in the US. The top solutions on the first, second, and third pages of Google's results, along with
products listed in industry-leading blogs that fit our description below, were selected for review. Free products For this article, we have classified a product as free though: It offers a free version of the software. It is not intended as a trial version of the software, where you must purchase a product version after a limited time. Allows group meetings of at least
five participants online. It succeeded in defining our web conferencing software. Criteria Just tool was classified as free, we analyzed this tool according to the following criteria: It had at least 20 reviews published in Software Tips. It had 4 or more (out of 5) reviews in Software Advice. Note: The content in this piece provides the views and opinions expressed
by users. It does not represent the views of software advice. Tips. Tips.
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